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Bottom line below our expectations but better cash flow due to improved working capital
USA remains the main growth driver, China expansion requires more time again
Keep “hold” despite weak P&L

Wolford’s 2Q 12/13 came in rather weak. For the next half a year the big picture is likely to
remain unchanged.
P&L: Wolford’s 2Q 2012/13 top line came in 4% higher yoy (6% like-for-like), in line with our
forecast. However, EBITDA was EUR 1.8 mn lower that we expected. The deviation was mainly
based on the decline in inventories and finished goods (EUR 2 mn P&L effect, EUR 1 mn balance
sheet effect) while we were calculating with a slight increase in the preparation for the China
expansion, which however seems to be delayed by another half a year. Based on lower EBITDA
net profit came in lower than we expected as well (EUR 1.6 mn).
Balance sheet & cash flow: The company’s managed to improve its working capital (esp.
inventories & receivables) and thus improve its operating cash flow by EUR 2.5 mn in 1H 12/13
(EUR 2 mn in 2Q). The investment cash flow remained unchanged yoy. Thus, despite rather weak
operating performance in 1H Wolford’s solid equity ratio was unchanged yoy at 52%.
Segments & regions: “Legwear” remains Wolford’s strongest segment which contributes 53% to
the company’s sales. However, its share declined slightly yoy while the sales of pricier but also
seasonality linked “ready-to-wear” increased. Among the regions USA is the strongest growth
driver but it still leaks on profitability (slightly negative EBITDA in both 1H 11/12 & 1H 12/13)
while Europe (ex. Austria) shows very moderate growth (2.4%) but slight improvement in EBITDA
(Margin: 3.9% vs. 3.2%). As the expansion plans in Asia seems to need more time to materialise
the top-line contribution was unchanged yoy. In order to address this issue yesterday the
supervisory board approved Axel Dreher as the third member of the Executive Board responsible
for production, technology and procurement while Wolford’s CEO Holger Dahmen will now
concentrate more strongly on growth, marketing and sales.
Outlook and recommendation: Last but not least the company was now more precise with
regards to its outlook, while previously it mentioned the expected growth, now it also points out
that the operating result will come in below FY 11/12 (we expected an improvement of
EUR 1.7 mn). Despite rather weak operating performance and outlook we intend to keep our
“Hold” recommendation due to better cash flow situation.
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Risk ratings take into account volatility. Fundamental criteria might lead to a change in the risk classification. Also, the classification may change over the course of time.
Investment rating: Investment ratings are based on expected total return within a 12-month period from the date of the initial rating.
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a 12 month horizon.
Hold: Hold stocks are expected to deliver a positive total return of up to 15% (20% for shares with a high volatility risk) within a 12-month period.
Reduce: Reduce stocks are expected to achieve a negative total return up to -10% within a 12-month period.
Sell: Sell stocks are expected to post a negative total return of more than -10% within a 12-month period.
Price targets are determined by the fair value derived from a peer group comparison and/or our DCF model. Other fundamental factors (M&A activities, capital markets
transactions, share buybacks, sector sentiment etc.) are taken into account as well.
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objectives and suitability. Any recommendation contained in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance of securities and other financial instruments
are not indicative of future performance. RBIM can be neither a price guarantor nor an insurer of market conditions.
For individual company report:
Given the cyclical nature of the sector in which this company, Wolford, operates, consumer cyclicals can be regarded as very volatile. The main risks are the overall health
of the global economy as well as the macroeconomic conditions of the countries the companies operate in. This also includes currency, interest rate and political risks. In
addition, fashion trends and brand perception by consumers and changes of consumer behavior are among sector specific risks. Changes in the regulatory environment
may limit the scope and profitability of the business and require additional expenditures or capital. Finally, given the volatility of input and product prices and the high
capital intensity of this industry, it is crucial to evaluate counterparty risk to mitigate default risk.
For sector report:
Given the cyclical nature of this sector, consumer cyclicals can be regarded as very volatile. The main risks are the overall health of the global economy as well as the
macroeconomic conditions of the countries the companies operate in. This also includes currency, interest rate and political risks. In addition, fashion trends and brand
perception by consumers and changes of consumer behavior are among sector specific risks. Changes in the regulatory environment may limit the scope and profitability of
the business and require additional expenditures or capital. Finally, given the volatility of input and product prices and the high capital intensity of this industry, it is crucial
to evaluate counterparty risk to mitigate default risk.
This report may discuss numerous securities, some of which may not be qualified for sale in certain states and may therefore not be offered to investors in such states. This
document should not be construed as providing investment advice. Investing in non-U.S. securities, including ADRs, involves significant risks such as fluctuation of exchange
rates that may have adverse effects on the value or price of income derived from the security. Securities of some foreign companies may be less liquid and prices more
volatile than securities of U.S. companies. Securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with or subject to Securities and Exchange Commission reporting
requirements; therefore, information regarding such issuers may be limited.
This report and the contents therein are the copyright product, and property of, RBIM or Centrobank. It is intended solely for those to whom RBIM directly distributes this
report. Any reproduction, republication dissemination, and/or other use of this report by any recipient of it, or by any third party, without the express written consent of
RBIM, is strictly prohibited.
RBIM assumes responsibility for content of this research report. U.S. persons receiving the research and wishing to effect any transactions in any security discussed in
the report should do so through RBIM, and not the issuer of the research.
Centrobank is a stock corporation, incorporated under the laws of the Republic of Austria and registered in the companies register of the commercial court in Vienna,
Austria. The principal executive office of Centrobank is at Tegetthoffstraße 1, 1010 Vienna, Austria. The shares of Centrobank are not listed on any stock exchange.
Centrobank strives to offer a wide spectrum of services and products associated with stock, derivatives, and equity capital transactions. The services being offered by
Centrobank include (i) Securities Trading & Sales and Treasury, (ii) Equity Capital Markets, (iii) Private Banking, (iv) Credit Department and (v) Other Departments and
Commodity Trading, which contain Private Equity and Countertrade departments of Centrobank. U.S. persons receiving the research and wishing to effect any
transactions in any security discussed in the report should do so through RBIM, and not the issuer of the research.
Centrobank´s research department (non-cash generating unit) covers Austrian and Eastern European companies from the business fields: steel & materials, industry,
banking, construction and building materials, IT & technology, oil & gas, real estate, telecommunications, utilities and cyclical and defensive consumer sectors. In addition,
Centrobank covers a range of services to be provided in connection with mergers and acquisitions as well as privatisations. In addition to the core business of Centrobank,
its currently wholly owned subsidiary, Centrotrade Holding AG, is active in commodities trading. U.S. persons receiving this research report and wishing to effect any
transactions in any security discussed in this report should do so through RBIM, and not the issuer of this research report.
Responsible Supervisory Authority of Raiffeisen Centrobank AG:
Financial Market Authority (FMA), Otto-Wagner-Platz 5, 1090 Vienna, Austria
Footnotes
The following disclosures apply to the security when stated under the applicable disclosures section (RB International Markets (USA) LLC is hereinafter being referred to as
"RBIM"):
10. RBIM, or an affiliate, has acted as manager, co-manager, or underwriting participant of a public offering for this company in the past twelve (12) months.
11. RBIM, or an affiliate, has performed investment banking, capital markets, or other comparable services for this company or its officers in the past twelve (12) months.
12. RBIM, or an affiliate, expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the next three (3) months.
13. Securities, or derivatives thereof, of this company are owned either directly by the securities analyst, or an affiliate, covering the stock, or a member of his/her team,
or indirectly by the household family members.
14. An officer, or a household family member of an officer, of RBIM, or an affiliate, is a director or an officer of the company.
15. RBIM, or an affiliate, beneficially owns 1% or more of any class of this company(ies) common equity.
Applicable disclosures: No disclosures
RBIM´s ultimate parent company is Raiffeisen Bank International AG ("RBI") (Vienna Stock Exchange; ticker RBI AV). RBI is a corporate investment bank and domiciled in
Austria. For 25 years RBI has been operating in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), where it maintains a network of subsidiary banks, leasing companies and numerous
financial service providers in currently 17 markets. As a result of its position within Austria and CEE, RBI has an established course of dealing, stretching in some cases
over many decades, with participants in the following industries: oil & gas, technology, utilities, real estate, telecommunications, financials, basic materials, cyclical and
non-cyclical consumers, healthcare and industrials. Although RBI or its affiliated entities may have concluded transactions for products or services (including but not limited
to investment banking services) with the subject company, Wolford, or companies in the past 12 months, no employee of RBI or of its affiliates has the ability to influence
the substance of the research reports prepared by the research analysts of Centrobank or RBIM.
RBIM is a broker-dealer registered with the SEC, FINRA and SIPC.
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